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New York Times best-seller and 2012 ECPA Publication of the Year.*Sign up for Billy Graham as he shares
the challenges of fading strength but still standing strong in his dedication to finishing life very
well.challenges of aging while gleaning foundational truths from Scripture. —known simply by many as God’s
Ambassador. “I'd haven't guessed what God had waiting for you for me personally, and I understand that
as I am nearing home, He will not forsake myself the last mile of just how.”But I really do not account my
life of any worth nor as precious to myself, if Ageing has been the best surprise of my life,”Lord Jesus, to
testify to the gospel of the grace of God.easy for all who will established their hearts and minds in the
Giver of grace, the Acts 20:24 (ESV)“house that eclipses this world. “When granted many years of life,
ageing in age is natural, but growing  — said the author.ours once we learn to look at these years Growing
older with grace is usually Graham invites us to trip with him seeing that he considers the golden years
while Lord Jesus Christ.BILLY GRAHAM Nearing Home, compiled by Billy Graham in his nineties, explores
the only I might finish my training course and the ministry that I received from the  Billy previous with
grace is a choice,”anticipating the hope to be reunited along with his wife, Ruth, in his heavenly Explore with
me personally not only the realities of His power to sustain us each day.and fulfillment and even pleasure

that can be  “s viewpoint and discover from God’life as we grow older but also the wish ” said Billy
Graham, ”
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Bringing You Actual Peace In Your Last Days As I browse this book what "peace" and "simple" kept
popping into my brain. Billy Graham is the get better at of keeping things basic, and of communicating the
message of the gospel resulting in peace in one's real life no one else I know. In this short reserve
Graham honestly and simply addresses the aches and pains of aging, finding your way through and how to
handle budget, what to concentrate on (what will last beyond the grave), and what things to spend your
time on so that you will indeed surface finish well. Because of this relationship here on earth I’m confident
that I have lifestyle eternal with my Heavenly Dad .I highly recommend reading this book. Reading the
publication brought tears to my eye, because I have no idea if we will ever see a Christian have the
influence that Graham had worldwide in our lifetimes."This is a comfortable personal conversation with Billy
Graham.My entire life verse was written by Paul to a young Timothy and I know of only two people that I
believe can say this with effective authority and simplicity leading to peace with God - Paul and Billy
Graham - "Watch your life and doctrine closely, for if you persist by doing this, you will save both yourself
as well as your hearers (1 Tim. Good reading Inspired by the thoughts of Rev Graham. I laughed aloud at
what she requested to be placed on her tombstone, and laughed even more when I found that that they in
fact honored her demand.. And especially for those who need to understand if they are at peace with their
Maker or not, because clearly this is the most important problem of all - and Billy is the best at clearly and

simply letting you know how you can be at peace with God through our Lord Jesus Christ. Another
inspiring book approximately the glories of God Throughout this entire reserve Rev.Billy Graham talked
throughout his book about how exactly God speaks through His scriptures. As we get older many times pain
& certain. A straightforward read, the publication touches its subjects lightly and sticks close to Biblical
scripture. For senior I gave it 4stars because We am a senior and I can relate Pertains to our experience
growing physically old. instructions.The last chapter is titled Now and Then. Toward the finish of the book I
found a topic that I was hoping for, Heaven. “That was after that & that is now”. Legacy, indeed! Those 5
issues are that heaven is normally glorious, perfect, joyous, energetic, & afflictions bombard us. Nice to
understand and relate. The glories of heaven are beyond what our minds can comprehend.We wouldn't say
that is a great book, but it was definitely compiled by a great guy. As one would expect, Mr. my Lord and
Savior . I'm shaking Billys hands 1984 Urbana Ruth to my still left. It's Billy Graham as a person.. Finishing
Good was encouraging if you ask me at this period in my romantic relationship with Jesus Christ ;.
Something he wrote about this hit home with me, just a basic sentence about not really letting other
readings hinder your reading of God's phrase, but I can't find it right now and don't wish to misquote it."
and he tells us. He shares his center with us. Graham focuses on the latter, though he gives a nod to
monetary planning aswell. Many companies and individuals focus on estate preparing and monetary security in
retirement, but few concentrate on spiritual and emotional preparation. It's very much like seated there
before a fireplace and speaking all night, about getting old, planning for retirement, helping your parents
with economic planning, helping your children face their own need for planning for the unexpected, how
various other faithful followers of Jesus possess led by their example in old age, losing loved ones, thinking
about the reunion with your loved ones at some time in the future--getting nearer on a regular basis, being
ushered "in to the eternal existence of my Savior, god, the father Jesus Christ", and departing a
legacy.Speaking of leaving a legacy, Rev. Graham talks about his friends that many of us feel like we know
well, Cliff Barrows, aged 88 at the time of this writing, and George Beverly Shea, aged 102, who Billy
Graham says "thinks of me as his youthful friend." He tells about recent impressive events. Cliff Barrows
fond of one and at a different event "Bev" sang, at 102 years of age. In this chapter Billy Graham

describes 5 things about our eternal home that are laid out in the Bible..Toward the middle of the reserve
the discussion turns to where I suspect his heart and thoughts are much of the time, on his beloved wife
Ruth who died 4 years ago."Billy, thanks for your faithfulness, your integrity, and for teaching people
around the globe how to possess peace with God in a simple and powerful way for all these years - and



today in probably your last publication. "End of Construction. Thank you for your persistence." He gave the
unique verses that she quoted frequently during the last part of her life here on earth. Having noticed her
lovely voice and distinct accent, I was able to "listen to" her quoting those verses from storage. That’s a
expression his wife Ruth coined to move on transition through intervals of her existence. Billy Graham
touches on areas of the glories promised to those of us who follow His Son.. Reading God's Word is a
continuing theme through the entire book, as you'll see when you examine it.Finally, the part that will make
a difference in my own life is approximately our mistakes. I’m inspired to inform this story well so that
others may have this assurance . It's a silent, sensitive, practical discussion, the kind you may have with a
very good friend.." I had a need to hear that.this is now. Actually when we know that God has forgiven us
through Jesus Christ, it is not easy to forgive ourselves. It's easier to keep beating ourselves up, at least
which has been my method, but as Billy Graham said, "that was then. I recommend this book for individuals
who are aging, those that understand they are nearing house. That just makes me smile and provides
(content) tears to my eyes.this is now. Though the book is simple, and not necessarily groundbreaking or
earthshaking in its message - it is powerful and bears the fat of authority since it is backed by the one-
two punch of Biblical authority compiled by a man that has lived a life of integrity for over 90 years (and
counting). It's all about faith. Great resource Billy Graham raises good topics for thought mainly because

discussion about the finish of our lives. It's a publication about how we are able to have a victorious trip.
Another masterpiece from Billy Graham. At the same time, it is not a sentimental tear-jerker sort of a
book. We've purpose for our lives from starting to end. I recommend it as a reference for young and aged
alike. Interesting. I liked scanning this book. 4:16). Encouraged me as I am near 70 years of age myself.
Loved it. A Reminder and an Inspiration! The last message from a man who lived wholeheartedly to honor
God also to serve others---all the while realizing that there is more alive than just 100 years. His Holy
Spirit is in me personally for help and comfort for today . We would have thought to him, "How did you
really feel about. A Comfortable Discussion With Billy Graham About Getting Old---But NOT ONLY Written
For older people I've read most of Billy Graham's books and thought that one might be a little different.
He doesn't water down the difficulties of aging, but he's helpful in showing virtually what things to focus
on to be able to finish your daily life well and leave a positive legacy for those you leave behind. "We appear
back over our encounters along life's trip, we may possess regrets about the choices we've made, but keep
in mind, that was then. Inspirational! Great book with many practical phrases of wisdom. Nearing House is
filled with Scriptural encouragement & It is.We’re never as well young or too old to ask to maintain God’s
family. Superb tool in reviewing preparedness as we age. Encouraging and informative with guidelines on how
to age group gracefully and keep our eye on Jesus.
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